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Normal distribution 

1. Plot the normal probability distribution: 

a) From the main menu choose Plot/Probability distribution: Normal, 

b) Input Mean and Std. Dev, choose a few values,  

c) Choose items from Tables and Graphs window and click OK: 

d) Analyse the results 

 

2. Using Statgraphics solve the problem:  

The final exam scores in a statistics class were normally distributed with a mean of 63 and a stand-

ard deviation of five. 

a) Find the probability that a randomly selected student scored more than 65 on the exam.  

b) Find the probability that a randomly selected student scored less than 85. 

c) Find the 90th percentile (that is, find the score k that has 90% of the scores below k and 10% 

of the scores above k).  

d) Find the 70th percentile (that is, find the score k such that 70% of scores are below k and 30% 

of the scores are above k). 

Copy or write down your results. Show them to the teacher. 

Hint: use Inverse CDF Table. Right-click on the table in “Cumulative Distribution” window and 

chose Pane option. Write appropriate values (be sure you what you are doing) into the window “In-

verse CDF Option”.  

 

3. Transform the normal distribution from the previous problem into the standard normal distribu-

tion 𝑁(0,1) and answer the same question. Compare the results. 

Hint: calculate the parameters of a standardised variable (from a known formula). Plot two nor-

mal distribution functions for two random variables. Then analyse both distributions in the same 

table. 
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Generation of data (histograms) with a normal distribution 

a) From DataBook click on Col_1 and chose Generate Data. Scroll down Operators window 

to see NORMAL(?;?;?). Doble click on it, replace the “?” with: numbers of points to gen-

erate, mean, standard deviation. Press OK. You will have numbers in Col_1.  

 

b) From the main menu: Describe->Numerical Data->One-Variable Analysis, highlight 

Col_1, and press  ► , tick options from Tables and Graphs window 

 

 

 

 

c) Analyse the results.  

d) You can change the binning of histogram: right-click on the plot, chose Pane option, 

change value in Frequency Plot Options. Note the difference in Frequency Tabula-

tion window when choosing lower or higher Number of Classes 
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AGH UST ESA LAB 1b Everything (almost) is normal 

I. Binomial distribution can be approximated by the normal distribution with mean 𝜇 = 𝑛𝑝 and standard de-

viation 𝜎 = √𝑛𝑝𝑞. 

A multiple-choice test has 15 questions, each of which has: i) five choices, ii) two choices. An unpre-

pared student taking the test answers each of the questions completely randomly by choosing an arbi-

trary answer. Suppose X denotes the number of answers that the student gets right. The student passes 

the exam if the number of correct answers is at least 8. Calculate the probability of his/her success.  

Solve the above problem using: 

a) Binomial distribution; 

b) Normal distribution. 

a) From the main menu choose Plot/Probability distribution: Binomial, input parameters for both op-

tions: i) five choices, ii) two choices.  

b) Calculate the probability from the Cumulative Distribution Panel: 

c) Copy the plot Binomial Distribution to StatGallery: 

 

• RightClick on the Plot ->Copy PanetoStatGallery 

• In StatGallery Window RightClick Paste 

• Choose Overlay option to superpose plots 

 

 

c) Plot the normal distribution with mean 𝜇 = 𝑛𝑝 and standard deviation 𝜎 = √𝑛𝑝𝑞. 

Copy plots to StatGallery with Overlay option. 

Compare and comment the results. Is the approximation correct?  

In order to get the best approximation, add 0.5 to x or subtract 0.5 from x (use x + 0.5 or x – 0.5). The 

number 0.5 is called the continuity correction factor.  

Fit your data (histogram) with a normal distribution 

From the main menu: Describe->Distribution Fitting->Fitting Uncensored Data 

a) From Distribution Fitting Option window tick Normal. 
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II. The Poisson probability distribution gives the probability of a number of events occurring in a fixed in-

terval of time or space if these events happen with a known average rate and independently of the time since 

the last event (number of failures, guests at the hotel, fish caught, etc). The Poisson distribution  is given by 

the function: 𝒇(𝒏; 𝝂 = 𝒏 ∙ 𝒑) =
𝝂𝒏

𝒏!
 𝒆−𝝂 ; 𝑛 stands for the number of occurrence, 𝜈 is a mean value, 

Plot a few Poisson distributions with 𝝂 = {1, 2, 5,10} 

and compare the shapes :   

a) in the limit of large 𝑛 and very small 𝑝 (rare 

events) binomial distribution becomes Poisson dis-

tribution,  

b) if 𝑛 is large then it can treated as a continuous RV 

following the normal distribution.   

 

 

III. t-Student distribution. 

a) Plot t-Student distributions for 𝒏 = {1, 3, 5,10, 30} on the same plot. Scale the x-axis to (-5,5) with 

step 2 (right click axis on the plot and adjust Graphics Options). 

Copy plot to StatGallery (see the description to task I). 

1. Plot a 𝒩(0,1) distribution and enlarge the line Thickness. Scale x-axis as for Student distribution. 

Copy it to StatGalery overlying on Student distribution 

 


